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A novel population structured genetic algorithm (sGA) with embedded potential flow
vortex ring panel method (VRM) has been developed to minimise induced and parasitic
drag subject to constraints on lift, root bending moment, and longitudinal static stability.
The optimisation architecture can activate up to four independent wing segments allowing
up to 28 design variables. Minimum drag of wing tip extensions and winglet configurations
are compared using the non-linear stochastic optimisation method. The optimiser identified
joined box wings as offering the greatest induced efficiency followed by C-wings. With span
and root bending moment constraints winglets offered best total drag reduction. C-wings
are further investigated for potential to enhance longitudinal static stability performance
by staggering the horizontal extension of the winglet to balance moments around the wing’s
centre of gravity. Preliminary results suggest that while longitudinal static stability can be
reached it would be very poor. Inclusion of more design constraints and additional analysis
of the structural dynamics of C-wings, especially effecting the torsional mode, is necessary.

Nomenclature

AR Aspect Ratio
b Span of wing segment, m
c Chord, m
CD Wing drag force coefficient
cd Sectional drag force coefficient
CL Wing lift force coefficient
cl Sectional lift force coefficient
Clα Lift-curve slope
CMAC Mean aerodynamic chord, m
Cmα

Pitch stiffness derivative
Dind Induced Drag, N
Dpara Parasitic Drag, N
hwingtip Maximum height of wing tip, m
Kn Static Margin
L Lift, N
Mroot Root bending moment, Nm−1

m Root bending moment constraint coefficient
NC Number of chord-wise aerodynamic panels
NP Number of span-wise aerodynamic panels
n Normal vector
Re Reynolds number
s Span constraint coefficient
y Span-wise coordinate
V̄h Horizontal tail volume coefficient
XCG Centre of gravity longitudinal position
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Subscript
i Variable number
ref Reference
limit Limit

Symbols
α angle of attack, degrees
Γ Dihedral angle, degrees
γ Span loading [ clici

CLCMAC
]

θ Local twist angle, degrees
Λ Mid-chord sweep angle, degrees
λ Taper Ratio
ρ Density, kgm−3

∆ϕ Potential jump, m2s
∇ϕ Potential velocity

I. Introduction

Non-planar lifting surfaces have been widely recognised as offering reductions in total drag when com-
pared to conventional planar wing systems of the same span and lift.1 In the cruise phase of large trans-

port aircraft, typically 90% of total flight time,2 drag consists of parasitic and induced drag; the induced drag
is relatively lower than the parasitic drag but still contributes 40%-45% of the total drag budget.2,3 A 1%
reduction of the total drag for an A340 aircraft operating in long range mode saves 400,000 litres of fuel and
consequently 5000kg of noxious emissions per year, also indirectly reducing noise.4 Thus, as a consequence
of seeking better fuel burn the trend in the wing design of transport aircraft has been to increase the aspect
ratio to improve the lift-to-drag ratio.5,6 This trend is driven by increases in fuel prices.

Non-planar wing tip geometry can be manipulated to strongly affect induced drag; wing tip optimisation
has received much attention over recent years however still remains an area of research with little consen-
sus. As a result numerous non-planar wing tip devices have been developed, some of the most successful
(Whitcomb’s winglet,7 tipsails,8 Lockheed Martin’s vortex diffuser,9 Airbus’ A310 tip fence,10 A330/A340
winglet,11 and the ‘sharklet’11,12) are shown in figure 1. Each differ in their general arrangement of lifting
surface geometry and resulting aerodynamic characteristics.

Figure 1. Non-planar wing tip device geometry and year of publication.

The first practical use of non-planer wing tips was achieved by Somerville13 in 1910, described as ’up-
curled wing ends,’ to enhance a biplane’s lateral stability. Decades later, fundamental investigations into
non-planar wing tip geometries consisted of simple end plates.14–16 These end plates were shown to increase
the effective span of the wing. Whitcomb7 found that high aspect ratio end-plates were able to achieve
greater gains in efficiency compared to a planar wing of equivalent span and lift; improving the lift-to-drag
ratio by nearly a factor of two when compared to a tip extension with equivalent root bending moment.

Jones and Lasinski17 conducted a numerical study of the comparison of winglets and tip extensions with
different weight constraints. It was concluded that the addition of a winglet did not provide a definite advan-
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tage over a tapered wing extension. Kroo18 also found that winglets provide no advantage over planar wings.
Asai19 came to a similar conclusion stating that the reduction of induced drag achieved by winglets would
be offset by the addition of wetted area (thus increasing parasitic drag) that did not contribute to lift. Thus,
tip extensions were found to provide a slight improvement over winglets. However, efforts such as that by
Heyson et al.20 conclude that for equivalent increases in the root bending moment, a winglet would provide
a greater gain in induced efficiency than a tip extension. Computational studies conflict depending on: the
drag models incorporated (some neglect viscous drag); how the bending moments are evaluated (structural
constraints); the baseline geometry and associated flight envelope; the parametrised geometry; and level of
flow solver fidelity.

More extreme examples of non-planar lifting surfaces are ring wings,21 box-wings22 and joined wings.23,24

Each of these are closed configurations with the aim of reducing the influence of wing tip vortices.25 The
box wing configuration, among all non-planer configurations, has been shown to achieve the minimum pos-
sible induced drag for a given lift and height-to-span ratio.1 C-wings, which are very similar in geometric
configuration to vortex diffusers,9 have been considered a compromise between a box-wing and a winglet;
theoretically providing a reduction in the induced drag that approaches that of the closed arrangement while
additionally reducing the viscous drag penalty incurred by large wetted areas.25,26 Furthermore, the C-wing
has been recognised to have the potential to replace the conventional horizontal stabiliser to provide pitch
control.25 The development of a systematic wing optimisation algorithm by Gage27 identified the C-wing
configuration as an optimal solution while attempting to minimise the induced drag of a planform with fixed
lift, span and height.

A numerical study by Slingerland and Verstraeten,28 with the inclusion of viscous drag and root bending
moment for structural consideration, focused on the drag characteristics of optimally span-loaded planar
wings, wings with winglets and C-wings. Planform geometry was fixed and the optimisation goal was to
optimally span-load all lifting surfaces. It was found that optimally loaded non-planar wings had greater
induced efficiency than elliptically loaded planar wings. They found that winglets only benefit wings with
span constraints and also found no advantages to C-wing configurations.

Ning and Kroo29 highlighted that the lift coefficient at cruise condition of a given wing is often very
different from the lift coefficient reached when undergoing a manoeuvre. They found that winglets per-
formed better than tip extensions under high manoeuvre loads. Additionally they concluded that C-wings
can achieve a slightly lower total drag compared to winglets for a constant positive pitching moment about
the aerodynamic centre, especially for wings with span constraints enforced.

Jansen et al.30 solved a series of wing design optimisation problems using different types of drag mod-
els (starting with induced, then adding compressibility and viscous drag). They found in all cases that a
non-planar wing configuration provided significant drag reduction from the reference planform with span
constraints. A box-wing configuration closely followed by a C-wing configuration gave the greatest reduc-
tions in induced drag. When the wing span was not constrained the optimal solution was a raked wing tip
extension.

Lack of consensus for what defines a truly optimal wing configuration motivates the need for further
work in this area. Previous efforts largely treat aerodynamic optimisation of wing planforms as a uni-model
mathematical problem; there remains a lack of optimisation that appropriately investigate multi-objective
optimisation. As a result, many efforts can be deemed, in many ways, as artificially driving the solution. Ad-
ditionally, aerodynamic optimisations can be poorly parametrised and very rigid, guaranteeing sub-optimal
results.

The first aim of this investigation is to develop a sufficiently accurate flow solver to enable the optimisa-
tion process with accurate computation of aerodynamic moments and forces while remaining computationally
inexpensive. Inaccurate modelling will lead to pseudo-optimal designs. Steps have been taken to allow more
accurate evaluation of the induced drag while viscous drag is also taken into consideration.
Secondly, the wing optimisation process is to be given as much flexibility as possible. This has been accom-
plished by representing a series of wing segments with variable sweep, span, taper, twist, dihedral, aerofoil
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section, and aerofoil orientation (to allow local circulation to be either positive or negative) to compose the
wing. Further variables include root chord, angle of attack and centre of gravity location. Steps have also
been taken to allow for a wide scope of variable parametrisation. The optimiser is capable of adding or
removing additional wing segments made possible by the use of a structured genetic algorithm (sGA) with
embedded constraint based reasoning capability to efficiently guide solutions in the design space. Finally,
the affects of pitch stability on the aerodynamic design optimisation of the wing configuration are explored.

II. Model Description

The difficulty in aerodynamic optimisation is being able to define an analysis method that is sufficiently
simple to operate thousands of times within a parametrised search space, but is sophisticated enough to
capture enough consideration that determines a local geometry that feeds into a globally optimal system.31

Aerodynamic optimisation using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a challenging problem to ap-
proach for four main reasons: 1) The objective function distributions can be extremely rough, as pointed
out by Obayashi and Tsukahara,32 originating from the non-linearity of governing flow equations; 2) The
design space is highly multi-dimensional; 3) Grid meshing problems between function evaluations of different
geometry; and 4) Single Function evaluations are very expensive. For example, a single aerodynamic evalu-
ation using a Navier-Stokes calculation can take several hours and can even require extreme computational
resource.33,34 One of the key challenges is the construction of a new computational grid for each evaluation.
Novel complex geometries are generally constructed manually which is very time consuming.35 In order to
overcome this automatic mesh constructions are required. CFD ultimately restricts the allowable design
space either through computational needs or through how the baseline geometry is allowed to deform with
a fixed mesh.36

Alternatively, lower fidelity flow solvers (often regarded as ‘first-order’ solvers) such as aerodynamic panel
methods can be used to analyse arbitrary wing configurations. The flow solver has been integrated into a
gradient-free optimiser due to the scope and number variables used, and can independently activate and
deactivate certain variables. No a priori knowledge of the design space is known and so, navigation of
discontinuities within the design space and the existence of multiple local-optima require the application of
a gradient-free optimisation architecture.

A. Aerodynamic Model

The aerodynamic forces and moments are evaluated by a potential flow solver governed by Laplace’s equa-
tion.37 The lifting surface geometry is automatically discretised in both span-wise (NP) and chord-wise (NC)
panels into vortex rings based on a user defined fidelity over the camber line of some aerofoil.
A drag-free wake is shed by trailing vortex rings and extends 30 wing semi-spans aft of the surface with the
Trefftz plane located 15 semi-spans.38 Induced drag is calculated using pairs of survey points at the Trefftz
plane to compute relevant velocities and the potential jump across the wake.38,39 The induced drag is then
approximated by summing over the wake panels:

Dind = −1

2
ρ

NP∑
i=1

∆ϕi
∂ϕ

∂ni
∆yi (1)

In consideration of the total planform drag, one must take into consideration the viscous drag. Viscous drag
will comprise of a significant fraction of the total drag budget and so cannot be neglected. The main effect
to the optimisation process when considering viscous drag is that this will add a penalty to wetted areas
incurred, particularly from surfaces that do not contribute to lift: such as winglets. Hence, consideration
of the viscous drag is particularly important as the optimisation architecture will allow the wing planform
wetted area to vary. Fixing the wetted area does not lead to an effective optimisation of a fair comparison
of relative performance between planar and non-planar wings.
Several approaches are available to extend the potential aerodynamic model to include viscous boundary
layer effects, such as coupling the potential flow solver with a boundary layer solver.37 A computationally
simpler method is to construct a database of relevant two-dimensional aerofoil data over the range of sectional
Reynolds numbers to be expected. This enables the use of sectional aerofoil drag polars to relate sectional
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lift coefficients to the sectional drag coefficient as a function of sectional Reynolds number.28–30 This enables
the assumption that the viscous drag coefficient of the aerofoil varies quadratically with the section lift
coefficient:

cdp = cdp2(Re)c2l + cdp1(Re)cl + cd0
(Re) (2)

The viscous drag model uses a range of drag polars for different aerofoil sections over the Reynolds number
range of 2× 106 to 10× 106. The three coefficients (cdp2 , cdp1 , cdp0) are determined by interpolating between
drag polars at different sectional Reynolds numbers and lift coefficients.
The vortex ring method developed with the embedded two-dimensional aerofoil drag-polar data has been val-
idated against experimental wind tunnel data for a planar wing collected by Sivells.40 The experimental and
calculated lift-curve-slope and drag polar are shown in figure 2. Different spatial discretisation of the aerody-
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(a) Experimental and calculated lift-curve-slope.
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(b) Experimental and calculated drag polar.

Figure 2. Comparison of experimental and calculated data for a wing using different span-wise (NP) and
chord-wise (NC) aerodynamic panel discretisation.

namic panelling over wing the semi-span has been investigated in-order to optimise the balance of accuracy
and computational time. Panelling distributed in the span-wise direction alone has been deemed unsuitable
for the accurate prediction of induced drag, although it is sufficient for the evaluation of the wing lift. This
is evident from figure 2(a) where increasing the span-wise panels only from NP=10 to NP=50 (with only a
single chord panel, NC=1) slightly improves the evaluation of the lift coefficient but further deteriorates the
drag coefficient evaluation. A fundamental statement within thin aerofoil theory is that the camber line is
considered a stream-line of the flow over which the vortex strength varies. The nature of the panel method is
devised to conceptually obtain values for vortex strength which make the modelled wing a streamline of the
flow and also satisfy the Kutta condition. Increasing span-wise panels serves to better resolve vortex strength
per unit length across the span (more precisely evaluating lift), but it does not sufficiently resolve the induced
velocities (i.e. down-wash). Hence, increasing the number of chord-wise panels serves to distribute more
control points along the camber line at which boundary conditions are applied; that is, at each control point
the normal component of the velocity is zero. This velocity is the superposition of the uniform flow velocity
and the velocity induced by the vortex panels. As a result, the induced velocity distribution over the wing is
more accurately modelled (leading to a more accurate computation of the induced drag), and the Kutta con-
dition is applied more precisely. Chord-wise panels are also necessary to resolve the effects of geometric twist.

40 span and 22 chord panels were found to give the greatest accuracy relative to the experimental data,
giving a root-mean-squared error of 0.824% and a total evaluation time of approximately 10 minutes. For
the optimisation process the spatial resolution of aerodynamic panels has been set at 8 span and 6 chord
panels. Reducing the span and chord panelling served to bring a single flow evaluation to under half a sec-
ond (0.47 seconds) while maintaining sufficient accuracy: the root-mean-squared error was evaluated to be
1.22%. Within the optimisation process aerodynamic panels (vortex rings) are distributed proportionately
over a given wing to provide, as closely as possible, a consistent span-wise discretisation between changing
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arbitrary wings. Motivation for this is that results obtained for a given body are sensitive to the spatial
resolution of the panels used.41 Thus, while chord-wise panelling is fixed, the span-wise panelling can adapt
between arbitrary wings in order to maintain equivalent span-wise spatial resolution.

At low lift coefficients, the panel method over-predicts the total drag by up to 14.08% as reflected in
figure 2(a). At low lift coefficients the viscous drag model dominates. The simplifying assumption of quadratic
variance of viscous drag with sectional lift coefficient does not give consistent accuracy here. Figure 2(b)
additionally illustrates limitations that exist at high angles of attack: flow separation is not modelled by the
panel method.

B. Optimiser: Structured Genetic Algorithm

The field of optimisation is expansive, and the choice of suitable optimisation architecture is highly problem
dependant.42 Considerations must be made with regards to: the types of design variables (e.g. discrete
and/or continuous); the number of constraints; the number of variables; and the properties of the design
space (i.e. presence of local optima and discontinuities). Genetic algorithms (GAs) search for optimal so-
lutions using multiple candidate solutions within a design space simultaneously and stochastically. GA is
an adaptive search technique that is inspired by both the natural inheritance of genes, from parents to
offspring, and the Darwinian theory of natural selection; a primary aspect of evolution.43 GAs have been
shown capable for preventing a search from getting stuck in locally optimal solutions, and are capable of
identifying a range of different viable solutions and also serve to identity different disciplinary compromises
among design objectives.27,33,34

A structured genetic algorithm44 (sGA) has been developed for aerodynamic optimisation. The basic
framework of the sGA is based on the NSGA-II,45 however there are significant differences. In NSGA-II
infeasible solutions which violate one or more constraints are considered completely inferior to all other
solutions. Infeasible solutions, even those with superior objective function evaluations, are not used at
all in searching for Pareto-optimality; even if a single constraint violation is very small. To counter this,
constraint based reasoning is enforced directly through proportional penalty functions which enables the ex-
istence of both feasible and infeasible solutions within the population. Reasoning for this is motivated by the
assumption that a Pareto-optimal set of solutions may exist between a region of feasibility and infeasibility.46

The sGA, by design, allows candidate solutions to have a dynamic structure in the genotype chromosome.
This enables different (or alternative) types of solutions to co-exist in the same population, and also works as
a distributed memory within the population which propagates from generation to generation.44 It is capable
of preserving multiple schemata in the genotype of solutions. This is achieved through a gene activation
mechanism embedded within the genotype search space to effectively turn on (active) and turn off (passive)
different design variables. The active and passive genes mimic dominant and recessive gene structures in
genetics.44 A given solution will have a set of ‘high level’ genes which can activate or deactivate sub-sets
of the genotype description. This high level gene organisation in turn governs the genotype-phenotype
mapping dynamically expressing if the property will be active and so present phenotypically. This allows all
chromosomes to be of equal length with all variables present, but the ‘active’ chromosome can change length.

C. Design Variables

An individual wing within the allowable design space can be represented by one to four trapezoidal wing
segments, whereby individual segments and associated design variables can be activated or deactivated by
the structured genetic algorithm. The geometry of each segment is described by six design variables: sweep,
span, taper, twist, dihedral, and aerofoil section. The wing tip segment is given a seventh variable for aerofoil
orientation (to allow local circulation to be either positive or negative). Further variables include root chord,
angle of attack and centre of gravity location: a total of 28 accessible design variables. The sGA cannot
deactivate the root wing segment and, a prerequisite for activation is that the panel before is already, or is
simultaneously, made active: i.e. panel four cannot be activated unless both panels two and three are active.
Wing segments must form a continuous structure in which the tip chord of each segment is the same as the
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root chord for the next segment.

The sGA will allow the addition and removal of new wing segments during the optimisation process. The
parametrisation boundaries (maximum and minimum) for each variable have been kept large as the sGA is
capable of quickly identifying useful sub-ranges of variables.

D. Optimisation Constraints

Owing to limitations of the panel method developed, steps must be taken to ensure that the wing segments
do not arrange themselves into configurations that the flow solver cannot appropriately analyse: for instance,
if two wing segments penetrate one another or if relative dihedral angles of neighbouring vortex ring panels
approach 180 degrees (panels fold on top of each other). These types of structure often lead to a vortex
line intersecting or moving too close to a control point forcing the aerodynamic influence matrix to become
ill-conditioned. The vortex ring method gives a set of linear algebraic equations represented by the flow
boundary conditions at the control point of each panel. Hence, if a control point is intersected or is in too
close proximity to a vortex line the linear system of algebraic equations no longer has a unique solution due
to this intersection.

To remove the possibility of such configurations basic geometric constraint checks are made on planform
geometry ahead of the aerodynamic analysis with a design constraint, Γlimit, actively limiting the relative
angle between neighbouring panels. If these critical geometric constraint checks are violated then the wing
cannot be analysed and will be rejected by the algorithm ahead of analysis. All other constraint checks are
made post-analysis. Solutions that fail to meet constraints at this stage are penalised through proportional
penalty functions applied to the objective functions. This allows both infeasible and feasible solutions to
co-exist in the population but forms a population structured hierarchy that enables the sGA to guide the op-
timisation. This concept is deemed particularly valuable as solutions with superior objective functions may
violate a constraint by a very small amount (e.g. maximum span constraint violated by 1%). Thus instead of
simply rejecting the solution configuration based on the fact that it failed one or more constraint checks, and
losing an individual with favourable traits, the solution is allowed to remain within the population but with
a proportionately offset objective function. This means that large or multiple constraint violations will force
a solution to rank as less superior within the population, while solutions with small constraint violations are
recognised as more superior (but never most superior) and remain in the population to evolve.

Additional constraints that can be enforced in the optimisation process are minimum lift requirements,
maximum root bending moment and a static margin constraint based on the centre of gravity longitudinal
location. Each also applies penalties to candidate solutions through proportional penalty functions.
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III. Wing Extension Optimisation: Retrofit

The baseline geometry and flow conditions are taken to be the same as the planform with a NACA
65-210 aerofoil used by Sivells.40 The aim is to identify a range of simple wing extension geometries for a
fixed planform. Both span constrained and span unconstrained optimisation runs that result in a decrease of
induced drag while minimising the increase of parasitic drag are considered. Root bending moments, changes
in wetted area, and changes in span loading have also been monitored. The geometry for both the wing
section and the vortex wing model arrangement is seen in figure 3, and planform parameters are summarised
in table 1.

x y

z

Figure 3. Baseline geometry used by Sivells40 represented by port wing. Starboard wing represents the vortex
panel method used to model the wing with 8 span-wise panels and 6 chord-wise panels. Freestream velocity
taken in positive x-direction.

Λ −2.726o

b 2.286 m

Croot 0.726 m

λ 0.400

AR 4.500

Table 1. Baseline wing description.

Only a small number of variables are needed as only the wing tip extension geometry is optimised and
the planform remains fixed. The extension is modelled using one trapezoidal wing segment with variables of
segment span, taper ratio, sweep, dihedral and planform angle of attack. If optimal the sGA can completely
remove the wing extension. A NACA 65-210 aerofoil is used so that the extension would easily blend with
the existing geometry. The root bending moment constraint helps to encourage lower tip loading of the wing
while also limiting span extension for unconstrained span optimisation. The optimisation is presented as
follows:

minimise: Dind and Dpara

With respect to variables



0 ≤ Λi ≤ 45 [deg]

0.1 ≤ λi ≤ 1

0 ≤ Γi ≤ 135 [deg]

0 ≤ bi ≤ 2 [m]

0 ≤ αi ≤ 12 [deg]

Subject to



1− L
Lref

≤ 0
bref

hwingtip
= 0.25

Γlimit = 45 [deg]

Mroot ≤ mlimit Mrootref
b

bref
≤ slimit bref

The scaling coefficients mlimit and slimit are used to define the maximum allowable root bending moments
(RBM) and wing span constraints respectively. The sGA ran for 300 generations with a population of 50;
deemed to be sufficient based on convergence studies with the algorithm. Figure 4 shows four Pareto fronts:
1) Span constrained with no RBM constraint (mlimit → ∞, slimit = 1); 2) RBM constraint 1 with no
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span constraint (mlimit = 1.22, slimit → ∞); 3) RBM constraint 2 with no span constraint (mlimit =
1.36, slimit → ∞); and 4) RBM constraint 3 with no span constraint (mlimit = 1.52, slimit → ∞). From
the Pareto optimal solutions some selected wing geometries are shown in figure 5.
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Figure 4. Pareto fronts of optimised wing extensions: Span constraint (mlimit →∞, slimit = 1); RBM constraint
1 (mlimit = 1.22, slimit → ∞); RBM constraint 2 (mlimit = 1.36, slimit → ∞); and RBM constraint 3 (mlimit =
1.52, slimit →∞).

x

y

y

z
Solution (a) Solution (b) Solution (c)

Figure 5. Physical representation of solutions identified along Pareto fronts in figure 4.

The Pareto front representing the optimisation of the extension with span constraint of the base ge-
ometry (slimit = 1, resulting in wing extensions with dihedral ≥ 90o) exhibits asymptotic behaviour at
Dind/Dindref ≈ 0.9. Increasing the extension length causes a steep increase in the parasitic drag with little
benefit gain in the induced efficiency. The geometric representations of solutions (a) and (b) over this front
are shown in figure 5 where the physical increase in the wetted area is obvious. Wing solution (a) is the
optimal solution in this front decreasing the total drag by 2.4%. Wing (b) has the largest extension acting
to increase the total drag by 1.34%. Increases in induced efficiency achieved by solution (b) are negated by
the drag penalties incurred from parasitic drag due to increased wetted area.

Wing solutions with span constrained only by the root bending moment are seen to offer greater gains
in induced efficiency, up to 40%, however result in greatly increased root bending moments as the extension
span increases, dihedral lowers, and sweep increases. Wing solution (c), highlighted in figure 4 and geo-
metric representation shown in figure 5, achieved a greater reduction in the total drag of 9.1% relative to
solution (a) for an equivalent root bending moment increase. Figure 6 shows the relative effects of each of
the extension configurations on the span loading over the wing.

As the RBM constraint increased, more optimal solutions with greater total drag reduction were found
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Figure 6. Span loading distributions for wing geometries shown in figure 5.

with increased length/sweep of the extension and lowering the dihedral angle. Solutions defined by RBM
constraint 3 (largest allowable RBM) were found to have lower wing tip dihedral than those solutions defined
by RBM constraint 1 (smallest allowable RBM). Each front identified share a similar shape with a visible
plateau of the parasitic drag increase. The physical geometry of the wing extensions in these regions were
found to be similar with small differences in the tip dihedral angle and sweep: demonstrating the sensitivity
of the induced drag to the wing tip geometry.

IV. Integrated Planform Wing tip and Winglet/Tip-extension Optimisation

The wing design problem is examined in which the outer 25% of the baseline geometry (regarded as
the planform wing tip) is optimised along side the end-plate. Two trapezoidal wing sections are optimised
with the following design variables: span, taper ratio, dihedral, sweep, local twist and aerofoil section for
each section, and planform angle of attack. The selected aerofoil sections allow for readjustment of the
camber between wing sections: NACA 65-210 (Aero1) or NACA 0010 (Aero2) may be selected. Options
between aerofoils require additional parasitic drag models as this is based on two-dimensional aerofoil drag
polars. The sGA can activate or deactivate the two segments, while 75% of the planform remains fixed. The
optimisation is presented as follows:

minimise: Dind and Dpara

With respect to variables



0 ≤ Λi ≤ 45 [deg]

0.1 ≤ λi ≤ 1

0 ≤ Γi ≤ 20 / 115 [deg]

−10 ≤ θi ≤ 10 [deg]

0 ≤ bi ≤ 2 [m]

0 ≤ αi ≤ 12 [deg]

Aerofoil = Aero1, Aero2

Subject to



1− L
Lref

≤ 0
bref

hwingtip
= 0.25

Γlimit = 45 [deg]

Mroot ≤ mlimit Mrootref
b

bref
≤ slimit bref

The sGA executed 500 generations with a population of 100; deemed to be sufficient based on convergence
studies with the algorithm. Note that there are two parametrised ranges for sweep (Γ); this has been done to
separate winglets and wing tip extension solutions to assess relative performance in the parametrised design
space. Hence winglets are considered to be extensions of the wing with a dihedral angle greater than 20o,
while tip extensions have a dihedral angle lower than 20o.
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Integrated Wing tip and Winglet Optimisation

The resulting Pareto fronts for integrated wing tip/winglet optimisation are shown in figure 7: 1) Span con-
strained with no RBM constraint (mlimit → ∞, slimit = 1); 2) RBM constraint 1 with no span constraint
(mlimit = 1.22, slimit → ∞); 3) RBM constraint 2 with no span constraint (mlimit = 1.36, slimit → ∞);
4) RBM constraint 3 with no span constraint (mlimit = 1.52, slimit → ∞); and 5) RBM constraint 3 with
span constraint (mlimit = 1.52, slimit = 1.10). The optimisations executed with no span constraint limit the
maximum allowable wing span through the trade-off between the increase in the root bending moment due to
a reduction in induced drag. In figure 7 wing solutions (a), (b), (c) and (d) have been selected to show how
the wing tip/winglet geometry changes over the defined Pareto optimal solution range. The physical repre-
sentations of these wings are shown in figure 8 with the resulting span loading distributions shown in figure 9.
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Figure 7. Pareto fronts of optimised wing tip/winglet: Span constraint (mlimit →∞, slimit = 1); RBM constraint
1 (mlimit = 1.22, slimit → ∞); RBM constraint 2 (mlimit = 1.36, slimit → ∞); RBM constraint 3 (mlimit =
1.52, slimit →∞); and RBM constraint 3 with span constraint (mlimit = 1.52, slimit = 1.10).
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Figure 8. Optimised wing tip/winglet configurations from Pareto fronts in figure 7. Baseline wing geometry
is outlined.

The solutions shown in figure 7 coalesce into the same front within the allowable design space but identify
limiting design boundaries. Solutions found at the lower extreme of the Pareto fronts around solution (c)
reduced the total drag by up to 3.7% while having negligible influence on the RBM. The span constrained
(slimit = 1) Pareto shows an asymptotic increase in parasitic drag. This occurs due to the winglet’s con-
tinued span extension as incremental improvement to the induced efficiency is made. Solution (d), with a
total drag reduction of 10.8%, restricted by span only is found on the cusp of solutions that begin to increase
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total drag through significant gains in parasitic drag.

Moving along the main Pareto from solution (c) to (a) the winglet is seen to lower its dihedral angle and
increase sweep. The wing tip is also seen to increase in sweep. The most superior solution, solution (a) with
a total drag reduction of 19.3% for a 9.4% span extension and a 22.5% increase in RBM, shows an increase in
dihedral and sweep over the wing span with a continuous decrease in local chord and a continuous variation
of local twist. The way in which solutions vary over the front can be seen in figure 8. Solution geometry
from wing (c) to wing (b) and then wing (a) show the trends described over the front.

The modified geometry results in changes in span loading at the wing tip with effects shown in figure 9.
The highly swept outboard sections of wing solutions (a), (b), and (d) cause a sudden drop in span loading.
This reflects a limitation of the first order VRM solver developed, arising from the large and instantaneous
increase in sweep angle. This causes neighbouring aerodynamic panels to experience very different relative
velocities leading to a discontinuity in the lift distribution. In reality, this drop in loading would not be as
steep meaning that the RBM calculated is expected to be under predicted.
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Figure 9. Span loading distributions for wing geometries shown in figure 8.

Integrated Wing tip and Tip Extension Optimisation

The resulting Pareto fronts for integrated wing tip/tip extension optimisation are shown in figure 10: 1)
RBM constraint 1 with no span constraint (mlimit = 1.22, slimit → ∞); 2) RBM constraint 2 with no
span constraint (mlimit = 1.36, slimit → ∞); 3) RBM constraint 3 with no span constraint (mlimit =
1.52, slimit →∞); and 4) RBM constraint 3 with span constraint (mlimit = 1.52, slimit = 1.10). Solutions
(a), (b), and (c) are identified to demonstrate how the solutions vary across the front. The geometries of
these solutions are given in figure 11; span loading distributions are shown in figure 12.
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Figure 10. Pareto fronts of optimised wing tip/tip-extension: RBM constraint 1 (mlimit = 1.22, slimit → ∞);
RBM constraint 2 (mlimit = 1.36, slimit →∞); RBM constraint 3 (mlimit = 1.52, slimit →∞); and RBM constraint
3 with span constraint (mlimit = 1.52, slimit = 1.10).
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Figure 11. Optimised wing tip/winglet configurations from Pareto fronts in figure 10. Baseline geometry
outline shown.

The Paretos shown in figure 10 coalesce over the same front within the allowable design space. Design
boundaries along the front are visible where one set of solutions end (limited by the optimiser constraints)
but another set continues to follow the front (as defined by a larger RBM constraint for example). The fronts
are not as steep as those seen in figure 7 for the winglet design; similar gains in induced drag can be made
for less parasitic drag penalties incurred. Winglets are found to have a stronger influence on the parasitic
drag as their span is not as robustly suppressed by the RBM constraints. As the Reynolds number of a wing
extension is lower than the wing there will be a larger influence of the parasitic drag. Extensions of the wing,
with low dihedral angles, are more sensitively limited by the design RBM constraint minimising the Reynolds
number effects on the parasitic drag. Moving across the Pareto front (from solution (c) to solution (a)) the
trend in wing geometry shown over the solution range is similar to that exhibited by the integrated wing
tip/winglet optimisation: wing tip/tip extension sweep increases, and the tip extension increases in span.
This is reflected in figure 11. Solution (a) is the optimal solution with a total drag reduction of 21.8% but
suffers from a greatly increased RBM of over 50%. Solution (b), optimised with both a RBM constraint and a
span constraint reduced the total drag by 19.8% with an increased span of 9.1% and a RBM increase of 28.7%.

Comparing the Pareto optimal results obtained for integrated wing tip/tip extension optimisation from
figure 7 solution (a) and figure 10 (b), for equivalent reduction in the total drag the winglet was found
to have a lower RBM for similar increase in wingspan. The winglet obtained higher drag penalties due to
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increased wetted area but also had a higher induced efficiency.

The span loading of wing solutions (a), (b), and (c) are given in figure 12. The discontinuous drop in
loading due to flow solver limitations caused by an instantaneous change in sweep is seen. The tip extensions
are more highly loaded relative to winglet solutions due to the lower dihedral angle. The inboard wing
loading is seen to slightly reduce while increased tip loading is significant relative to the baseline wing span
loading.
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Figure 12. Span loading distributions for wing geometries shown in figure 11.

V. Highly Non-planar Wing tip Optimisation

The wing design problem is now extended to highly non-planar wing tip optimisation in which the outer
25% of the baseline geometry is optimised by the sGA. Up to three trapezoidal wing sections are optimised
with the following design variables: span, taper ratio, dihedral, sweep, linear twist over each panel section,
aerofoil camber for each section, and planform angle of attack. The sGA can also select aerofoil sections to
readjust the camber between wing sections: NACA 65-210 (Aero1) or NACA 0010 (Aero2) may be selected.
Additionally, the sGA is capable of inverting the camber and circulation direction of wing segments to
download the wing: 0 resulting in positive camber, 1 in negative camber. The optimisation is presented as
follows:

minimise: Dind and Dpara

With respect to variables



0 ≤ Λi ≤ 45 [deg]

0.1 ≤ λi ≤ 1

0 ≤ Γi ≤ 195 [deg]

−10 ≤ θi ≤ 10 [deg]

0 ≤ bi ≤ 2 [m]

0 ≤ αi ≤ 12 [deg]

Aerofoil = Aero1, Aero2

Camber = 0, 1

Subject to



1− L
Lref

≤ 0
bref

hwingtip
= 0.25

Γlimit = 45 [deg]

Mroot ≤ mlimit Mrootref
b

bref
≤ slimitbref

The sGA ran for 1000 generations with a population of 100; deemed to be sufficient based on convergence
studies with the algorithm. The resulting Pareto fronts from two identical optimisations for the wing ge-
ometry constrained to the baseline wing span (slimit = 1) and unconstrained RBM (mlimit →∞) is shown
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in figure 13. The identified Pareto front has two distinct subsets of solutions, region (a) and region (b)
highlighted in figure 13, between which exists a transitional region of solutions denoted region (c). Example
wing configurations presented in figure 13 have been taken from the extremes of the Pareto and show the
loading direction.

Figure 13. Pareto fronts of two identical optimisations for non-planar wings with no RBM constraints applied,
only span constraints (mlimit →∞, slimit = 1).

In figure 13 solutions achieving the greatest reduction of induced drag are found in region (a), Dind/Dinfref <
0.5. The winglet has gained a horizontal extension forming a closed box-wing with maximum allowable height
and span. This is the same result expected from lifting line theory. The upper lifting surface is established
with minimal taper and sweep to maximise lift. A significant portion of the total lift is contributed by the
upper surface, allowing the planform to lower the angle of attack. The parasitic drag penalties incurred
are largely offset by the increased induced efficiency: the greatest reduction in total drag was 21.6% where
induced drag was reduced by 77.4% and parasitic drag increased by 55.9%. As these solutions have very
large horizontal extensions connected only at the wing tip, the RBM increased dramatically by up to 250%.

In region (b), Dind/Dinfref > 0.6, the solutions mostly resemble vortex diffusers or C-wing configura-
tions, while a few maintain highly swept winglets (Λ > 40o). The C-wing geometry has negative camber
along the horizontal extension of the winglet while the winglet itself is uncambered with moderate twist
along its span. Solutions achieved reductions of total drag up to 11.7%, however demonstrate sensitivity to
changes in the RBM dependant on the horizontal winglet extension. Some solutions reduce the RBM by
1-2% while others increase the RBM by up to 85%. Intuitively, the horizontal extension is capable of tip
loading the wing either negatively or positively depending on the configuration camber orientation, twist
distribution, and planform angle of attack.

With the addition of RBM constraints with unconstrained span extensions, the optimiser identifies dif-
ferent solution fronts capable of greater reductions of induced drag relative to the rise in parasitic drag, as
shown in figure 14. With no span constraint, the design of the non-planar wing/wing tip extends enabling
better reduction of the induced drag while minimising gains in parasitic drag taking on a convex shaped
Pareto front. When a span constraint is enforced (RBM 3 with span constraint) the front formed appears
convex. It is found that the convex Pareto curvature follows the Pareto front seen at Dind

Dindref
≈ 0.75 in fig-

ure 13. This bend in the Pareto front is significant as it marks where along the front solutions have reached
the span limiting constraint and now achieve further drag reductions by manipulation of the non-planar
surfaces. This is seen to cause a more significant increase in the parasitic drag.
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The geometric representations of wing solutions (a), (b), and (c) highlighted in figure 14 are given
in figure 15. All superior solutions identified by the sGA have winglets with uncambered aerofoil sections
(NACA 0010), and the horizontal winglet extensions with negatively cambered sections (NACA 65-210).
Solution (a) is identified as the optimal solution for RBM constraint 3 with span constraint (mlimit →
∞, slimit = 1) with a 11.0% reduction in total drag with only an 9.2% increase in the root bending moment:
this is consistent with previous span constrained results for C-wings. Due to positive planform angle of
attack the horizontal winglet extension is positively loaded, shown in figure 16. The negative camber and
local twist minimise loading. The planform wing tip loading is reduced due to increased wing tip sweep
which is found to offset the increased planform tip loading caused by the horizontal winglet extension.
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Figure 14. Pareto fronts of optimised non-planar wing tip geometry: RBM constraint 1 (mlimit = 1.22, slimit →
∞); RBM constraint 2 (mlimit = 1.36, slimit → ∞); RBM constraint 3 (mlimit = 1.52, slimit → ∞); and RBM
constraint 3 with span constraint (mlimit = 1.52, slimit = 1.10)
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Figure 15. Optimised non-planar configurations from Pareto fronts in figure 14. Baseline geometry outline
shown.

Solution (b), identified at the upper extreme of Pareto RBM constraint 1, had a total drag saving of 9.7%;
relative to solution (a) total drag savings are reduced due the increased wetted area. The drop in loading
at the wing tip of wing (b) is no longer enough to offset the increased tip loading due to the horizontal
extension resulting in a RBM increase of 40%. Wing solution (c) is the most superior solution with a 15.8%
reduction in drag, partly due to a 5.1% span increase. Tip loading increased the RBM by 33.8%.
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Figure 16. Span loading distributions for wing geometries shown in figure 15.

VI. Highly Non-planar Wing Optimisation with Static Margin Constraint

Using optimisation constraints the winglet horizontal lifting surface (C-wing) can be exploited for lon-
gitudinal static stability, much like a horizontal stabiliser of an aircraft. To investigate the feasibility of
maintaining a restoring pitching moment about the aerodynamic centre a static margin constraint has been
added to the optimiser. Preliminary investigations using a central differencing analysis for each candidate so-
lution using the VRM solver has been used to compute the pitch stiffness derivative, Cmα

, and the lift-curve
slope, CLα . The static margin of the wing can then be estimated using:47

Cmα
= −KnCLαcos(α) (3)

In order to achieve a statically stable wing in pitch the optimiser is given full control of all four planform
segments. Additional variables of centre of gravity location along the root chord line and variable root
chord have also been added. The same constraints defined by the baseline geometry have been used. The
optimisation is presented as follows:

minimise: Dind and Dpara

With respect to variables



0 ≤ Λi ≤ 45 [deg]

0.1 ≤ λi ≤ 1

0 ≤ Γi ≤ 195 [deg]

−10 ≤ θi ≤ 10 [deg]

0 ≤ bi ≤ 2 [m]

0 ≤ αi ≤ 12 [deg]

Aerofoil = Aero1, Aero2

Camber = 0, 1

0.726 ≤ croot ≤ 1.5

0 ≤ XCG ≤ 1

Subject to



1− L
Lref

≤ 0
bref

hwingtip
= 0.25

Γlimit = 45 [deg]

Mroot ≤ mlimit Mrootref
b

bref
≤ slimitbref

Kn = Kngoal

The sGA ran for 1000 generations with a population of 100. However, convergence studies suggest more
generations or a higher solution population should be used as further improvement can be expected. Using a
static margin constraint of Kn = +0.2 with a 10% tolerance the resulting Pareto front of solutions is shown
in figure 17. The wing solution that the sGA identified as the most superior solution in the population
has been highlighted: with a total drag reduction of 15.2%, an increase in RBM of 20.7% and a total span
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reduction of 2.5% relative to the baseline geometry for the same lift at a given angle of attack. The root
chord increased by 12.8% which could be used to offset the gain in the root bending moment, however more
in depth structural analysis would be required to quantify this.

Figure 17. Pareto front for optimised non-planar wing geometry with static margin constraints (mlimit =
1.22, slimit = 1.10, and Kn = +0.2± 0.02).

For the wing solution highlighted in figure 17, the centre of gravity along the root chord line and the
aerodynamic centres of the main wing lifting surface and the horizontal C-wing extension are shown. The
main wing aerodynamic centre is positioned aft of the wing centre of gravity, with relative positions along
the root chord at 0.80Croot and 0.61Croot, respectively. The span loading of the wing at different angles of
attack is shown in figure 18.
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Figure 18. Span loading distributions for wing geometry shown in figure 17.

The relative amount of aerodynamic load over the span of the wing is expressed by the span loading
parameter, hence the plots given for different angles of attack (changing the lift coefficient of the wing) are
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not directly comparable, but serve to demonstrate the changes in loading the wing experiences at a given
angle of attack. At increased planform angles of attack the C-wing extension becomes positively loaded pro-
viding a nose down restoring moment about the centre of gravity. At a zero angle of attack the net moments
about the centre of gravity are approximately zero. Reducing the angle of attack (effectively increasing the
angle of attack of the horizontal extension) provides a nose up pitching moment. Beyond angles of attack less
than two degrees the horizontal C-wing extension becomes heavily down-loaded, resulting in very strong nose
up pitching moments which must overcome additional moments due to the forward centre of gravity location.

Although the wing appears to provide static stability based on simple numerical linearisation analysis,
the horizontal tail volume coefficient is low, V̄h = 0.2143. This suggests that the wing would have very poor
longitudinal stability. The wing will also allow very little centre of gravity travel, this is expected as the
sGA will have balanced relevant moment arms and lifting surfaces based on the centre of gravity location
found in more favourable candidate solutions within the genetic algorithm population.

VII. Conclusion

Non-planar aerodynamic optimisations have been carried out using a vortex ring potential flow solver
integrated with a novel structured genetic algorithm (sGA). Methods used allow for quick force and moment
assessment of how different non-planar configurations compare, and which design trends they follow depen-
dant upon the parametrised design space and constraints imposed.

Optimisation of a simple wing extension to a fixed planform geometry suggests that wing extensions
with relatively low dihedral offer better reductions in total drag when compared to wing extensions with
significantly higher dihedral for the same root bending moment. It is also found that the induced drag is
sensitive to small changes in tip extension sweep and dihedral.

When the optimisation design was extended to integrated wing tip/wing extension optimisation winglets
incurred greater parasitic drag penalties more readily than tip extensions for similar gains in induced effi-
ciency when the span is unconstrained. Winglets are found to obtain greater parasitic drag gain as their span
is not as robustly suppressed by the RBM constraints. As a result, effectively unconstrained growth of the
winglet length occurs. Due to the sectional Reynolds numbers of wing tip extensions being relatively lower
than that of the wing significant gains in parasitic drag are made. Extensions of the wing tip with increas-
ingly lower dihedral are more sensitively limited by the design root bending moment constraint minimising
the parasitic drag gain. Pareto optimal results do show however that the induced efficiency of winglets is
superior to tip extensions for equivalent total drag reduction.

For aerodynamic optimisation of highly non-planar wings, joined box-wings were found to be optimal in
maximising induced efficiency when span constraints were enforced: reaching total drag reductions of up to
21.6%. C-wing or vortex diffuser configurations under span constraints were found to be able to reduce drag
by approximately 11%. When the span was unconstrained C-wings reduced total drag up to 15.8%, also
demonstrating sensitivity to changes in the root bending moment dependant upon the horizontal extension
loading. Incorporating longitudinal static stability constraints into the optimisation of the C-wing identified
Pareto optimal solution configurations with equivalent total drag savings (15.17%). However, C-wing solu-
tions with and without static stability constraints are not directly comparable.

Future work consists of the continued development of longitudinal static stability optimisation of C-
wings. Additionally, the incorporation of aerostructural optimisation to analyse structural trade-offs will
be implemented. This development will include optimisation of static aeroelastic deflections specifically to
study the torsional deflections of C-wings. Additionally an iterative force-free wake relaxation scheme to
better compute the favourable fluid structure interactions of the wake produced by non-planar wings will be
included.
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